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ANOTHER LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS. 
MR. CORBETT ADDRESSES W.E.S, 
ALL RECORDS BROKEN! MANDATES CAUSE TROUBLE 
Union Council Meeting 
Last week the Wider Education Society 
was addressed by Mr. Corbett on the Uni-
versal Postal Union, a League of Nations 
which has had considerably more success 
than that at Geneva. Mr. Corbett point-
ed out that this Union, to which eighty-
nine countries adliered by treaty, had its 
headciuartore at Berne, whence it con-
trolled the centres of all forms of com-
munication between the countries belong-
ing to the Union. Any country might 
enter the Union, and any country could 
withdraw at one year's notice; but up to 
the present, none had withdrawn, and the 
Union comprised practically the whole of 
the civilised world. 
Vast Organisation. 
The speaker gave a short account of tlie 
constitution of tlie Union, and drew at-
tention to tlxe vastncss of such an orgunisu-
tion~the greatest in the world—by stat-
ing tliat tlie assets of thc postal sci'vice 
in Australia alone amounted to the value 
of £54,000,000, which was handled by 
8,8990 different post offices. Thc diffi-
culties ot the secretariat at Berne were 
enhanced by tiie fact that, in addition lo 
the enormous sums of money involved, 
they had to deal with different currencies 
and rates of exchange. 
In tlie possibility of disagreement be-
tween two countries of the Union, the 
dispute was submitted to arbitration, for 
whicli a system of laws had been framed, 
and from wiiich tliere could be no appeal. 
At the Congress of the Union, which met 
every five years for the purpose of mak-
ing amendments in accordance with ad-
vancement in means of communication, an 
elaborate system of interpreters and 
licadphones was provided so that each 
delegate could thoroughly understand and 
submit ideas on the subjecl under discus-
sion. TJiis congress, said Mr. Corbett, was 
probably tlie most remarkable in the 
world, and was all the more interesting 
in that the delegates frequently wore 
their various national dresses. 
Geneva and Berne. 
After giving a Ust of statistics, Mr. Cor-
bett pointed out the similarity between 
the subjects which were dealt with by the 
League of Nations at Geneva, and by that 
at Berne, Both were concerned with ex-
change, and both were endeavouring to 
minimise tlie danger of disputes arising 
over exchange. The Universal Postal 
Union, stated the speakei", could apply 
more effective sanctions than the League 
of Geneva, by absolutely prohibiting all 
communications between the offending 
country and the rest of the world. 
Why, he asked, should there be such a 
difference in the results obtained by 
Geneva and Berne? He gave as his 
opinion that one trouble was that the 
politician at Geneva was dependent on 
public opinion, whereas the expert at 
Berne was not trammelled by the neces-
sity of voicing the thoughts of the public 
in order to retain his position. 
The last meeting of thc Union Council must fairly have constituted a 
record. All business was despatched in forty-two minutes, A number of im-
portant reports were received, but none of a contentious nature, and the re-
latively few councillors present were not in thc mood to engage in warm 
debate. 
AT DEBATING SOCIETY IVIEETING. 
The financial statement gave statistical 
to its estimated expenditure. Later in the 
evidence that the Union was keeping close 
evening the Semper Floreat report show-
ed that the Union was not likely to be 
charged with a heavier loss on its ac-
count than tliat allowed for (£55), Thc 
total loss to date is £22/10/7, on about 
half the issues for tlie year. 
Dinner Committee's Report, 
The report of the Dinner Committee 
sliowed that thc total loss on the Degree 
Day Dinner and Dance was £11/3/8. It 
was estimated by the Finance Advisory 
Committee that an extia levy of 1/- y 
head would havo covered this. Tho pre-
sident informed the meeting that in future 
years the Union would only be able to 
hire tlie City Hall at an increased rate, 
as the City Council would allow only local 
rates. Tlie report of the Women's Club 
showed that their annual dance had cost 
£14/8/-. 
"Galmahra." 
A account of the progress on "Gal-
mahra" to date, was given in a report 
read by the business manager. He stated 
that an amount of copy had been received 
but that the general standard was not 
very high, although there were indications 
that there would be a stronger art section 
this year. His i-eport also stated that the 
quote of Dunstan, Gee, and Thomas, Pty., 
of £61/10/- for an 80 page "Galmahra" 
had been accepted, and that it should be 
possible to print "Galmahra" at a cost of 
between £70 and £80, 
Burlesque Funds. 
The report on the finances of thc Burles-
que was received from the Dramatic 
Society. This showed that a profit of 
£31/3/3 had been made. The president 
stated that in future years consideration 
should be given to the possibility of hold-
ing the burlesque on two nights. 
From the Student Benefactions Com-
mittee a report was received, showing 
the total to the credit of the various funds 
on degree day. 
Resignation Accepted. 
A letter was received from Mr. Steven-
son, stating that ho would be unavailable 
to act as a member of the Constitution 
Revision Committee. His resignation was 
accepted with regret. At the same time 
he drew the attention of the Council lo 
the fact that, as he was no longer a mem-
ber of the Faculty of Arts, he could not 
represent it on the Council. In his lel-
The second Trial Debate on the subject 
"That the Mandates be returned to Ger-
many" took place last Friday night. 
Humour—^unconscious or intentional— 
was conspicuous by its absence, which, 
after all, was not to be wondered at in such 
a subject. It seems, though, that tlio 
magical words "Trial Debate" are re-
sponsible for a very definite improvement 
in the preparation of the speeches. None 
of the speakers from the table gave thc 
impression of speaking impromptu—on 
Friday night. 
Mr. Julius, in very earnest and deliber-
ate tones, fouglit the cause of justice very 
ably. Swaying to and fro in his reply, 
and with one wrist clasped very firmly, 
ter Mr. Stevenson enclosed a sufficient (he harvested the entire opposition with a 
sum to make him a life member. His ap-
plication was accepted. 
The Council decided not to fill the 
vacancy on the Constitution Revision 
Committee immediately. The meeting was 
declared closed a. the early hour of 8.13, 
and members were left wondering where 
to spend the night. 
"GALMAHRA" PROGRESS. 
.•^ cythe of abuse, which, at times, was 
perhaps a little too personal. 
Gtograpliy and Geology. 
Miss Hunter, in what the adjudicawr 
termed the besl speech of the evening, 
seemed to us to make too much use of lier 
voice at times. She either had something 
very interesting in her pockets or her 
' hands were cold, for they strayed to them 
quite a few times. We gathered she had 
in the past, studied geography. 
Mr. Ball began most emotionally In a 
When "Semper" saw one of the editors 
of "Galmahra" yesterday he was just be-
ginning to show the fii-st signs of wear. 
Thoughtfully masticatuig an orange, he voice that quivered with feeling. At times 
TRIAL DEBATING. 
Already two trial debates have been 
held by the Debating Society, in con-
formity with the Constitution, and these 
are achieving their purpose admirably; 
but the Committee wishes to point out to 
those desirous of obtaining a place in the 
Inter-'Varsity Team that these trials aiv 
j really inadequate to give the selectors a 
[true idea of a speaker's ability. Therefore 
the Selection Committee has intimated that 
due consideration will of course be given 
to SPEECHES FROM THE HALL. Wo 
hope, therefore that more will take an 
active part In these. Try your hand next 
Friday! 
unburdened his soul as follows:— 
"One can hardly say that progress to 
date has been highly satisfactoiy. Quito 
a number of contributions have been re-
ceived from recent graduates, and some 
evening students have sent copy in, but 
very few day students have made any 
contributions as yet. It cannot be em-
phasised too strongly that such a state of 
affairs can only reflect the greatest dis-
credit on the students. Their magazine 
can only be as good as they desire to make 
it, and three hundred day students should 
alone bo capable of producing a pubUca-
tion worthy of a University. Some time 
ago we learnt through the "Semper" 
press of the excellence of the Canberra 
University College, "Prometheus." Given 
a plentitude of material from which to 
make the best selection there is no reason 
why om- magazine should not be as good. 
"In order that the magazine may be in 
the hands of the students this term, all 
copy must be in the hands of the editors 
by Friday, 2nd July. At the same time 
the attention of all club secretaries is 




OFFICE BEARERS ELECTED, 
At a meeting of the Medical Faculty on 
Friday, 19th June, the following office 
bearers were elected for the newly-founded 
Medical Students' Association;—President, 
Mr, R, B, Salter; Vice-President, Mr. G. 
Bagley; Committee, Messrs, S. B, Gibson, 
N. Hall, R. Neville, A. J, Buchanan, M. 
Hickey, Dunbrldge and Sanders. 
his sonorous tones quite shook the room, 
and there was, we believe, almost a tear 
in his eye as he told us "To forgive is 
most human, and manly," There was no 
doubt from his speech that Mr. Ball had 
given considerable time to the study of 
geological terms, 
Mr. Cuppaidge, in a speech that had a 
distinctly legal flavour, seemed to have 
dabbled quite gleefully in statistics. In 
his reply his pencil seemed quite a source 
of inspiration to him. (It really was rather 
a nice one). Deliberately he attacked his 
opponents and there was no doubting the 
relish in his tone as he told us "I have kept 
the leader till last." But all good things 
come to an end, and so did Mr. Cuppaidge 
—or rather, his oration. 
Pigs, Cocoanuts, and Wives. 
Miss Krummel told us a very tragic tale 
of native depravities in mandated terri-
tories. She combined pigs, cocoanuts, and 
wives in her speech quite cheerfully. In-
deed, for an initial effort.' it was a very 
creditable speech. Mr. Coaldrake began 
by attacking Miss Hunter, We came to the 
conclusion that after all chivalry is dead. 
He then decided to go back to the days of 
Julius Caesar for a few minutes after 
which he returned to thc September, 1935, 
issue of "Headway" (We had read it too.). 
He made a very generous offer to assist 
the affirmative side and concluded vrith 
a most modest proposition of the well-
worn theory of common mandatories. 
After the speeches from the table the 
delightful interlude provided by Messrs; 
Tritton and Fogarty was very welcome; 
However, Mr. S. Castehow, in adjudlcatf', 
ing, gave the verdict to the affirmative', 
side. ..-;\\'-i?? 
••.';.-.-.'^j;f\ 
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It's usuall> three.or four minutes late 
when wc hear his hasty footsteps ap-
proaching, and as he enters the room he 
glances over the top of his glasses at thc 
innocent clock, and then mumbles an 
apology to himself. After which follows 
the business of calling thc roll. He has 
quite an individual mode of calling the 
roll, we might mention. At the beginning 
of the year he studies our faces in turn, 
but whenever someone is absent, alas, his 
memory fails and—rather than actually 
call our names—he is reduced to asking 
"Who is missing?" 
The lecture proceeds and, suddenly, 
without warning, there falls from his lips 
a paradox. He beams delightedly upon us, 
and we realise it is time to laugh. Some-
times it is a pun, sometimes just a touch 
of sarcasm—but its edge is always a sharp 
one. On we go, again to be interrupted 
with a few minutes' digression on pro-
nunciation or the spelling of a certain 
word. There is nothing so dear to his 
heart, it seems, as orthography. On, on and 
still on, he lectures, pacuig the quarter-
deck of the lecture room at break-neck 
speed until our fingers are cramped and 
our necks are stiff. We look at the clock. 
The hour is ahnost up! But that, alas, is 
no guarantee that our lecture is finished. 
Perhaps it is his generosity, perhaps his 
enthusiasm for liis subject, but the mere 
limits of time are quite beneath his con-
sideration. 
Our dreams of a ham roll are definitely 
fading when suddenly, with a smile that is 
highly reminiscent of a dental advertise-
ment, he linishes with a regretful "Well, 
we'll have to stop there I'm afraid," Our 
pens are still busily writing as he opens 
the door, hooks it back and with firm and 
definitely hasty tread, leaves us for the 
sanctuary of the Staff Common Room, 
Surely he does not think the women 
students will besiege him? For to this 
prof, of ours we have concluded a Uni-
versity woman is a thing entirely—un-
avoidable—but indisputably—inconveni-
ent. Should one of the gentler sex inter-
view Iiim he will promptly fix his gaze 
upon the most distant corner of his room, 
while he replies in jerky monosyllables. 
However, away from his lantern slides 
of Bath—that noble village of famous 
men—and his many Congresses and 
Treaties, we find that he's really tlie best 
of sports and always ready to see the 
students' side of the question also. That 
is, unless you try to bluff him. If you 




These will begin next Friday at 1 p.m, 
in the Men's Common Room—the debate 
being between Medicine and Law, on 
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WHAT OF ST. LUCIA? 
The Warden of St. John's College (Archdeacon Stevenson) has just 
voiced strong disapproval of St. Lucia as the site of the new University. 
This site has frequently been criticised for various reasons, though some 
of the objections raised, such as its "inaccessibility" and its distance 
from the city, seem to be advanced rather hastily and without consider-
ation of the fact that transport and other conditions with regard to St, 
Lucia will not always be as they are now. The most serious objection is 
that owing to the fact that some faculties cannot be conveniently situated 
at St. Lucia, the University will be broken up into several parts, and that 
the students of these faculties will have little or no contact with their 
fellow-students, thereby losing much of the cultural value of University 
education. In this respect the faculties most concerned are those of 
Medicine and Dentistry, 
In the original proposal considered by the Senate for the use of St, Lucia 
as the University site it was suggested that fifty acres of elevated groimd 
within the area should be reserved for the purpose of building a hospital 
associated with the University. No such provision seems to have been 
made in the present plans; but a small area near the Brisbane General 
Hospital has been given to the University for the use of the Medical 
School. At present it is inevitable that the Medical School must be 
closely associated with the 'General Hospital, and must therefore be 
detached from the University at St. Lucia. However, in view of the 
great expansion of the General Hospital it will eventually be necessary 
to build hospital buildings in other centres; and it may not be too much 
to hope that such buildings will in time be established somewhere near 
St, Lucia—especially as the south side of the city is very likely to develop 
to such an extent as to justify its being provided with these facilities. 
The difficulties concerning the Faculty of Dentistry were pointed out 
by Professor Helmore in his inaugural lecture on 19th May last. He 
regretted that the present development of Brisbane did not warrant the 
building of the new Dental Hospital in close proximity to the future 
University site, but expressed the opinion that the inevitable develop-
ment of St. Lucia as a residential area woiild ultimately justify the 
establishment of a dental clinic in that suburb. The building of such 
a clinic would imdoubtedly be of considerable advantage to the University 
in that it would enable the dental students to be to some extent at least 
associated with the main student body without having to travel any great 
distance between the University and the Dental Hospital. However, grant-
ing the possibility of establishing a dental clinic at St. Lucia, one serious 
problem would yet remain to be solved, in that the separation of tho 
faculties of Medicine and Dentistry would make it very difficult to achieve 
that close co-operation between these faculties which is so very necessary. 
The inclusion, in 1934, of music among the subjects in the Faculty of 
Arts may be regarded as the first step towards the establishment of a full 
Faculty of Music. It is most desirable that this Faculty should be asso-
ciated with a Conservatoriiun. A Conservatorium should be situated in 
the city, and if the Brisbane Conservatorium is to be under the control 
of the University its foundation will involve further decentralisation of 
buildings and faculties. But this problem will exist whether the Uni-
versity is built at St. Lucia or in any other centre outside the city area. 
The Archdeacon favours the present site or Victoria Park for the 
new University; but surely the present site is ruled out by the expense 
involved in the vast alterations that would have to be made, and by the 
fact that in this area no accommodation could be available for sports 
grounds. The choice of Victoria Park might solve the problems relating 
to the Faculty of Medicine, but would not have any other great advan-
tages over St, Lucia. Regarded purely as the site for a University, St. 
Lucia is far superior to either of these localities. 
It is quite clear that there are many problems connected with the 
establishment of the new University, and that we cannot hope to elim-
inate all of them. If they caimot be removed entirely they must be 
reduced to a minimum. S t Lucia has many advantages, which appear 
to make it the best possible site. It is for us, then, to make full use of 
the facilities it offers, while doing all that is possible to meet the diiii-
culties it presents. 
WATCH THESE DATES. 
Thursday, 25th June— 
1.5 p.m.: Special General Meeting, 
W.E.S.; Geology Theatre, 
1,25 p.m.; W,E.S,; Mr. R. Cummings, 
A,R,I.B.A., A.A. Dip, Subiect: "Pre-
sent Day Architecture." 
8 p.m.; Musical Society; Practice for 
"Comus," 
8 p.m.; Radical Club; "The Social Forces 
Actuating the French Revolution." 
Friday. 26th June— 
1 p.m.: Inter-Faculty Debate; Law v. 
Medicine; "That the Doctor is a Better 
Citizen than the Lawyer." 
1.5 p.m.; Meeting of Gramophone Society 
• in the Second Year Chem. Room, 
B p.m.: Annual Dance of Agricultural 
Society at Hotel Canberra, 
8 p.m.: Debate; Day Students v. Even-
ing Students; "That he who hesitates 
is lost," Men's Common Room. 
Monday, 29th J u n e -
Holiday for King's Birthday; University 
closed. 
Tuesday, 30th June— 




(By a Member of the Staff.) 
No, 3.—Tough Corrigan. 
Half-past two, wlien the laboratory class 
has settled down for tbe afternoon's work 
is the time when Corrigan makes his ap-
pearance at the door. His hands are in 
hJs pockets, his cigarette butt bangs 
limply from the corner of his mouth. You 
can see at a glance that here is a man who 
does not believe in Santa Claus. He de-
precates the existence of females. Corri-
gan's bench is third from the door, but 
he pays a few calls round the laboratory 
on his way. He turns out Wilson's bun-
sens, shuts an open book to lose someone 
else's place, and has a bit of a scuffle with 
a kindred spirit down the other end of the 
room. By this tune the crowd knows that 
Corrigan has arrived. He gets his gear 
out of his locker and supplements it by 
picking up someone else's beaker from 
anotlior bench, Another scutlle ensues 
with it s owner. He starts to boils a 
beaicer of water (a reputedly good method 
of deceiving demonstrators), and wanders 
down the row to see how things are going. 
He rolls a cigarette and tries to start a 
discussion on next Saturday's wrestling 
match. 
Quarter-past four. Corrigan puts his 
gear back in the locker, puts his hat on 
the back of his head, and pushes off. What; 
is his programme for the night? He would 
like us to think it is a drinking bout or 
some such adult occupation. Actually he 
goes home, where the showmanship of 
the afternoon cuts no ice. The tough lad 
of the lecture room deprived of his audi-
ence drops his pose. He gets out the notes 
inherited from one of last year's students; 
they save him appearing too attentive 
durmg lectures. He works hard and sys-
tematically until long past midnight. He 
is going to pass at the end of the year, but 
of course the others of his year must not 
know that he has done any work. Much 
better if they think he tipped the ques-
tions or that he can manage that sort of 
tripe without working. Next morning he 
mooches to his lectures, again the man of 
the world. 
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Thursday, 25th June, 1936 SEMPER, F L O R E A T 
COUNCIL OF THE 
UNIVERSITY 
OF QUEENSLAND. 
At a meeting of the Council on 17th 
April, the following reports were re-
ceived:— 
The Warden, in his report, first of all 
made reference to the fact that the meet-
ing of the Council was being held a week 
late because the regular date, the Friday 
following the first Senate meeting of the 
term, feU on Good Friday, He also made 
reference to the copies of "Semper Flor 
eat" which had been forwarded to all 
members and hoped that members had 
found this method of putting them into 
touch with the University useful, 
Thc Warden spoke of the death of Mr 
P, B, Macgregor, K,C,, which had occurred 
a week ago. He said the late Mr, Mac 
grcgor was one of those who worked for 
the foundation of the University, and was 
for many years president of the Council 
of the Women's College within the Uni-
vcrsily. Mr. Beirne asked the members to 
stand for a short while in token o£ their 
sincere regret at the loss the Council and 
tlie community have suffered, and he 
asked that the profound sympathy of the 
members of the Council be extended to 
Mr. Macgregor's family. 
Reference was made to some interesting 
gifts recently received: some valuable and 
curious books from His Grace, Archbishop 
Duhig, a unique collection of geological 
slide;; from Dr. Dorothy Hill, and a large 
and interesting collection of phonographic 
records of masterpieces of classical music 
from ivir. .Sydney May. Reference was 
also made to the lunch-hour recitals peri-
odically arranged by Mr. May and to thc 
collaboration which the University main-
tains with the Australian Broadcasting 
Commission in thc provision of popular 
addresses to adults and special broadcasts 
to secondary schools. The University had 
there found a valuable field for extension 
work. 
At the request of the Public Lectures 
Committee, the Senate had made a small 
sum of money available for a partial re-
sumption, later in the yeai-, of the counti-y 
extension lectm-es wliich used to be given 
by members of the University teaching-
staff dui'iug the shorter vacations, but 
were discontinued when the depression 
set in. This vote was conditional upon 
the availability of fiee railway passes. 
Reference was made to the new courses 
of the Faculty of Law and to the record 
entry of fii-st-yeai- students of law. Dr. 
Yorke Hedges, who is to succeed Profes-
sor Cumbrae-Stewart, is due to arrive here 
on tlie twenty-fifth of next month (May). 
The Senate bas approved of an increase in 
the library vote for tlie Department of 
Law so that proper reading and reference 
provision may be made for the new sub-
jects of study. Professor Cumbrae-Stew-
art is to inaugurate the Faculty of Law 
with a public address to be delivered at 
the Teachers' Conference Hall ui Elizabeth 
Street on Friday next, and, in all prob-
ability. Dr. Yorke Hedges will deliver a 
pubUc inaugural address tor the T. C. 
Beirne School of Law later ia the year. 
The Warden drew attention to the fact 
that tlie Senate has directed the Univer-
sity Appointments Board to meet in the 
near future and has advised it to entrust 
its executive functions to the Faculty of 
Commerce. A somewhat similar course of 
action was followed by the University of 
Melbourne whose system for guiding stud-
ents in the choice of a career and in find-
ing suitable persons to fill vacancies for 
employment had been notably successful. 
It should be possible, by carefully study-
ing statistics and also the natui-al aptitudes 
of tlie young people on the pohit of leav-
ing school to guide the latter to such 
university studies as would make for their 
happiness and prosperity. The Warden 
expressed the hope that this would be 
regarded as the task of the appohitments 
organisation in this University, 
PROFESSORIAL BOARD. 
The President (Professor Alcock) apol-
ogised for the absence of the Vice-Chan-
cellor, who had met with a slight accident 
that afternoon, and though Dr. Robertson 
(J^otice of Council 
cJVleetin^ 
l^OTICE is Hereby g,iven that 
a Meeting of the Council 
of the University will be held at 
the University on Friday, 10th 
July, 1936, at 8 p.m. 
IN AND AROUND THE 
UNIVEKSl'lY 
had been very anxious to attend the meet-
ing of the Council it was thought much 
wiser for him to rest. Professor Alcock 
said that thc Vice-Chancellor particularly 
wished to speak to the Council about the 
new appointments and to teU them how 
pleased he was with the choice made in 
each case up to the present. 
Professor Alcock Uien made reference to 
the meeting of the Vice-Chancellor's Com-
mittee in Melbourne which he had at-
tended. He outUned briefly the procedme 
followed in regard to the Commonwealth 
PubUc Service Appointments, the Carnegie 
Fellowsliips to the Institute of Education, 
London, and the Carnegie TraveUing 
Grants. 
Reference was made to the present 
movements and activities of certain mem-
bers of the staff—Professor Richards had 
now returned from abroad and had taken 
up his work again in the Geology Depart-
ment; Professor Lowson had just left for 
a six month's trip abroad, and Dr. Mel-
bourne is at present in Japan. As Pro-
fessor Goddard is busUy engaged part-
time at the Department of Agriculture and 
Stock, Dr. Hamlyn Harris, who had been 
associated witli the Biology Department in 
the early days of the University has been 
appointed a Temporary Lecturer in the 
Department ol Biology. The staff of the 
Ubrary had been increased by the appoint-
ments of Mr, Hutt, Miss Courtice and Miss 
Wilson, and foundations were being laid 
for an expert staff in the future. 
Professor Alcock briefly referred to the 
new appointments and said the University 
was to be congratulated on the type of man 
that it had been able to get, 
STUDENT BENEFACTIONS. 
The Registrar, in the absence of Dr. 
Robinson, furnished a report from Dr, 
Robinson which stated that there has been 
no very active movement in regnrd to 
Student Benefactions shice the last meet-
ing of the University CouncU. Neverthe-
less growth has continued autoraaticaUy by 
the steady, if slow addition of interest to 
capital, apart from the interest which is 
expendable annually in certain funds. 
The total in all funds on the 31st De-
cember, 1935, was £1354/13/5, Gifts in 
kind represented another £466, The totals 
to-day are: About £1360 in money gifts, 
and to the value of about £536 in khad. 
The increase ia the gifts in kind is due 
to the presentation to the University of 
two geological coUectlons by the graduates 
Dr, Dorothy HiU and Mr, O. A, Jones, Dr, 
Hill's set of micro-sections of fossil corals, 
and Mr. Jones 'specimens of crystallised 
gold from the Etheridge goldfield have 
been. conservatively valued at £70. 
graduate voluntary coUeclion, amounting 
to £3/8/6. This annual undergraduate 
coUection, just by way ol "reminder" of 
the S.B. plan has now become a tradition 
of the Union. Another gift came from an 
external student now about to graduate, 
in appreciation of what the University has 
to give to an isolated student. A third gift 
is in memory of a name on the University 
RoU of Honour—Lieut. K. M. Brydon, B.E., 
killed in action at Menm Road October, 
1917. These few examples will show that 
not aU the growth in S.B, Funds is auto-
matic, but that there is a persistent in-
spiration behmd the insUtution. That this 
spirit could be made much more aUve and 
effective is a fact that needs no em-
phasising. 
In past years graduands and graduates 
of a few years' standing have generally 
chosen Commemoration time for making 
a gesture. The usual press article, in 
wliich every year the public is made aware 
of the students' practical interest in their 
Alma Mater, wiU appear next week. It 
is suggested by the S.B. Committee that the 
funds in support of individual Faculties 
are best deservmg of support. In the case 
of the Faculties just founded, the move-
ment seems opportune to found also a 
Faculty fund for each. The Faculty of 
Law has already led the way; it has £21 
in hand towards a flrst capital amount of 
£100, on wiiich, when it is achieved, the 
yearly interest can be spent in perpetuity. 
The University Library Fund has already 
achieved its third himdred pounds, the 
Faculty of Arts has £150, Engineering 
£103, Science comes next with £78, 
:^o:— 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND ASSOCIATION 
OF N.S.W. 
' About the middle of 1935 a few gradu-
ates in Sydney decided to send out a cir-
cular letter to all Queensland past students, 
whose addresses were Imown in New South 
•Wales, asking them if they would be in-
terested in a Reunion to celebrate the Uni-
versity JubUee. The response was good, 
so an a la carte dinner was held in Aug-
ust at Adams' Hotel, and most of those 
who attended went to either the Mayfair 
or Prince Edward theatres afterwards. At 
the dinner it was agreed to form the Uni-
versity of Queensland Association of New 
South Wales with a committee of three; 
Mr, W, J, Meyer president; Mrs. H, Leslie, 
and Mr. E ,C, Tommen, Secretiiry-Treas-
vxet. A florin was taken up from each 
member (husband and wife counting as 
one only!) to defray the expenses of the 
fledgling society. Some months before 
the Association was formed Mrs, Leslie 
held a successful social evening In aid of 
the Women's CoUege. In March, 1936, a 
The money increase includes an under- motor picnic to National Park was well 
Second term is always the best of the 
academic year. The freshers feel less 
fresh, the seniors do not yet feel the shadow 
of the examination room upon them. It is 
cool enough for dancing (and dark enough 
for sitting out), and sociaUy things arc at 
then- best. 
This term appears to be no exception. 
There wiU, ol course, be more social events 
than before. New faculties mean new 
societies, and the tradition of hospitality 
set by the older faculties wiU no doubt be 
continued by the new. As the Vice-
ChanceUor says in another column, a Uni-
versity course is always looked back on 
with pleasure, and much of that pleasure 
comes from student contacts and friend-
ships. 
For tv.'enty-five years our University has 
been a small, compact, friendly institution. 
It has been possible for us to be on a 
nodding acquaintance with almost every-
body within its waUs, 
There are, however, dangers ahead; 
giowth is not an unmixed blesing. The 
students of the Faculty of Medicine alone 
will, in three or four years time, make up 
half the number of day students Most of 
the work of the Faculty of Commerce and 
part at least of that of the Faculty of Law 
will be done in the evening Already the 
nightly trek up and down George Street 
assumes formidable proportions. 
There is a tale of the visitor to London 
who asked a taxi-driver to take him to 
the University. After much thought the 
driver confessed that he did not know 
where that was. However, after looking up 
a directory the visitor drove to South Ken-
sington. He found there a large office, 
but no professors or students. 
A rough calculation will show that in 
three or four years' time ti visitor to our 
University would find there only half, at 
most, of its personnel. The University of 
London js, at great expense, creating a 
student quarter in Bloomsbury. We hope 
and trust that our new University wiU not 
disintegrate as it grows. Expansion, not 
explosion, should be our aim. 
It was a happy thought of the stafl of 
the Faculty of Arts to "throw a party" to 
the rest of their colleagues. It gave the 
Dean an opportunity of saying to Professor 
and Mrs Cumbrae-Stewart those things 
that were in the minds of all ol us, and 
of welcoming new arrivals. 
Since then we have seen little of our new 
members of the staff. They havo been far 
too busy organising their new departments 
and there is little doubt about the magni-
tude of their toask. They have to capture 
something of thc spirit which animated the 
Big Four in the early days of the Univer-
sity. The creation of new departments and 
faculties has, of course, thrown an added 
strain upon the administration. There 
seems to be no end to thc number of 
faculty and committee meetings. In fact 
our worried Registrar is hard put to it to 
find suitable times for them all. 
We saw Professor Lee the other day 
looking particularly cheerful He had just 
received welcome gifts to his library from 
tivo prominent Brisbane medical men. In 
fact, here is an excellent opportunity for 
real help and service. The founding of an 
adequate medical library is a formidable 
task. Sets of journals, books, and gifts for 
library endowment are urgently needed. 
Not only will the library serve University 
needs; it will be a valuable aid to the 
community. Our librarian, Dr. Melbourne, 
returns shortly from the East. Why not 
give him a job of writing many leters ol 
thanks? 
attended. It is hoped to arrange a social 
evening and dance in Sydney at an early 
date. About half of the alumni of N.S.W. 
are members, and it is hoped that more 
win join up as time goes on. Negotiations • 
are in progress for affUiation with the;; 
Queensland Graduates Association in Btis- 5 
bane, but so far nothing definite has beenii 
arranged. Members will please note that|s 
the Secretary has changed his address t6| 
No. 20 Fairy Bower Road, Manly, NiS.W^ 
or c/o the Ever Ready Coy,, 40| MarBhalL 
Street, Surrey HlUs, Sydnejr; ^  .^ phpnS 
rL3192. :^  •'>»'5ii!j" ' 
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UNIVERSITY COUNCIL. 
ADDRESSES WANTED. 
The foUowing is a list of members of 
the University Council whose addresses are 
unlcnown. Members are asked to furnish 
any particulars they may have avaUable 
to tlic Registrar, thus enabling the office 
to complete the RoU. 
AUpass, George James, M.A. 1910 (Dub-
Un. 
BaUey, Margaiot Anne, B.A. 1900 (Syd.) 
Barry, John Edmund, B.A. 1924, Rhodes 
Scholar 1925. 
Biumborg, Mine F.B., B.A. 1922. 
Boyle, Robert A, M.Sc. 1928. 
Bryce, Viscount J., LL.D. 1912. 
Buchanan, C. P., B.A. 1899 (Syd.). 
Bundock, C. W., B.A. 1878 (Syd,). 
Callow, Ivy A. (nee Lee), B.Sc, 1915. 
Cameron, Donald, M.A. 18G3 (Edin.). 
Campbell, Joyce H., B.Sc. 1927. 
Carter, E, M., B.E. 1909 (Syd.). 
Castlcman, Arthur, M.A. 1906 (Syd.). 
Chard, J. P., B.A, 1914. 
Crellin, Stanley Q., B.E. 1917. 
Dennis, Spenser, B.E. 1909. 
Desmond, A, T., B.A. 1913. 
Dobbie, L. G., M.E. 1935. 
Dow, Lillias M., B.A. 1923. 
Downey, Catherine J., M.A. 1905 (Glas-
gow). 
Drew, M. E. (nee Thynne), B.A. 1930. 
Duesbury, Pearl, B.A. 1908. 
Dimlop, Mabel L. T., M.A. 1909 (Syd.), 
Edmonds, L, A .(nee Calford), B.A. 1922. 
Eldershaw, W. F. H. N., M.A. 1911. 
EUiott, H. P., M.B., Ch.M. 1894 (Edui,). 
Flint, C. A., M.A. (Syd) 1884, 
Gant, Tetley, M.A., 1883 (Oxon). 
Glaister, Richard, M.A, 1885 (Glasgow), 
Grant, R, W., M.A. 1901 (Melb.). 
Green, H. H., M.A. 1908 (Oxon.). 
Hale, H. P., M.A. 1897. 
Hardgrovc, Annie, B.A. 1915. 
Hewitt, T. C, B.A. 1904. 
Hodson, Susan A., B.A, 1924. 
Holtham, Richard, B.A, 1916. 
Hunt, Fanny E., B.Sc. 1888 (Syd.). 
Jenkyn, C. H. H., B.A. 1916. 
Kean, P. J. (Bro.), B.A. 1927. 
Kingsbury, J. J., M.A. 1887 (Dublm). 
MarshaU, P. S., B.E. 1925. 
May, Thomas H., M.D. 1878, 
Michel, W., B.A. 1919. 
MiUer, W, T,, B,A, 1931, 
Murphy, James A., B,E. 1932. 
McCaughey, G, H., B.A. 1924. 
McLean, C. R., M.Sc. 1923, 
McNeU, P. D., B.E. 1909. 
McWhinney, Evelyn A,, B.A, 1911, 
Naylor, H, D., M.A. 1894 (Cambridge), 
Neilson, J. F., B.Sc. 1916. 
Newman, K. I., B.A. 1894 (Syd.). 
Newton, F, B,, M,A, 1911 (Durham). 
Nightingale, F. M. (Rev.), M,A, 1908 
(DubUn). 
Olsen, O, G,, BA. 1929. 
O'Mara, Leo T, B.Sc 1928. 
Orr, A. W,, MJD. 1890 (DubUn). 
Owen, David, M,A. 1884 (Oxon). 
. Palmer, SeUna E., B.A. 1901 (Syd.),. 
. Parkinson, Kathleen A., B.A. 1910 (Syd,) 
Pattinson, J. A., M,A. 1888 (Cambridge). 
• Pederson, Ruby J,, B.Sc. 1919. 
Ping, Aubrey M., B.Sc, 1920. 
PinwiU, Frances (nee Rowland), B,A, 
1929. 
Popple, Myra A,, B.A. 1932, 
Pratt, F, V. (Rev,), M.A, 1897 (Syd.), 
Ramsay, Muriel B., B.A, 1909 (Syd.), 
Robertson, Joseph, M.A, 1877 (Syd,), 
Robinson, S, F. H,, M.A, 1892 (DubUn). 
Schmidt, A. E,, B,E. 1924. 
Scott, George, M.A, 1891 (Oxon), 
Smith, Doris F. (nee Mclntyre), B,A, 
1918. 
Strover, W, H,, B,E. 1920. 
Sutherland, George, B.Sc. 1927, 
Tubbs, H, A, T,, M.A. 1889 (Oxon), 
Watkins, H. L., B.A. 1307 (Syd,). 
Watson, Evelyn A., B,A, 1911 (Syd.), 
Weaver, Merle W,, M.A, 1910 (Tas.). 
White, Norman R., B.E. 1933. 
White-Haney, Rose E. J., t>,Sc. 1909 
(Melb,), 
WiUiams, Mary A,, B.A. 1900 (London). 
Worthuigton, V. F., B.Sc, 1923. 
Wright, Percy F., B.A. 1929. 
Morison, Marlon W., B,Sc. 1910 (Syd.). 
A MESSAGE FROM THE 
VICE-CHANCELLOR. 
During the last five and twenty years the 
University has made steady and soUd pro-
gress, due largely to thc devotion and fore-
sight of the staff, ably supported by the 
Senate, 
The paucity of private endowments by 
thc people of Queensland has thrown thc 
main financial burden upon thc various 
Governments, but slowly endowment funds 
are being accumulated, and we hope that, 
in time, the University may yet stand upon 
its own feet. 
This year has been a notable ono in our 
history. The inauguration of no fewer than 
four new chairs representing the Faculties 
of Law, Medicine, Veterinary Science and 
Dentistry is a notable advance. The Law 
Faculty has been made possible by the 
generosity of Miss Garriek and the Hon, 
T. C. Beirne. This development was long 
needed and cannot fail to help in raising 
the standard of the profession which in 
the old land has been noted for its learning 
and scholarship. 
The Faculty of Medicine, in which I am 
most vitally interested, has been made pos-
sible by the generosity of the Government, 
largely stimlated, I believe, by the lore-
sight of the Premier, Mr. Forgan Smith, 
Queensland presents many problems not 
common to other countries, which call for 
keen scientific investigation, and the estab-
lishment of a Faculty of Veterinary Science' 
will be of immense service in a country 
like this so dependent on the products of 
our soil, but also in collaboration with the 
Faculty of Medicine will help in the eluci-
dation of many disease origins and also in 
the large question of nutrition. There are 
large problems awaiting solution by this 
Faculty, not only in disease, but in soil 
fertUisation, agrostology and other cognate 
subects. 
The Faculty of Dentistry is now in full 
swing and wUl do its part also in dealing' 
with many questions of interest to the 
medical profession. 
The co-operation of these Faculties wiU 
be of the greatest value to the well-being 
of the people of Queensland, both from a 
health point of view and in the advance-
ment of industry. 
One great advantage of University train-
ing is the gathering together of so many 
bright young minds, stimulated by the con-
tacts made in their own faculty and with 
those of other faculties. 
These contacts all tend to broaden the 
outlook and help one to grasp the other 
fellow's point of view. Friendships are 
engendered and a higher type of cUizen-
ship is undoubtedly developed. 
It is a great privilege to pass through a 
University course, and that privilege car-
ries with it the obligation to help the 
University and the State to which we owe 
so much. Personally after 45 years' sep-
aration from direct contact with my old 
University my memories of the tolls and 
pleasiures of my course remain as green 
as ever, and I stiU retain a thankfulness 
lor the great men who taught me and in-
spired me with right ideals of living and 
thinking. 
W. N, ROBERTSON. 
NEWS FROM THE SENATE 
ROOM. 
After the unusuaUy heavy press o£ busi-
ness at the beginning of the academic year, 
thc Senate was able to settle down to 
rather more regular work. Nevertheless, 
the virtual doubUng of the number of 
faculties made it necessary for the educa-
tion committee, which is composed of aU 
the members of the Senate and attended 
by the deans in an advisory capacity, to 
meet earlier in the day if it was to finish 
its work at one session. 
Naturally, matters of Interest to thc new 
faculties gave rise to debate. Sir Raphael 
Cilento was chosen to represent the Uni-
versity on the new advisory council on 
nutrition appointed by the Commonwealth 
Government. A conditional approval was 
given to the appointment of a lecturer in 
bio-pliysics. Consideration was given to 
plans for a medical school building to be 
erected on the University land in the 
Herston Road, Professor Parnell was 
authorised to attend the Seventh Aus-
tralian Cancer Conference on May 4lh. In-
formation was received that the State 
Cabinet had approved of the King George 
V. and Queen Mary Maternal and Infant 
Welfare Memorial Jubilee Fund being in-
vested in a trust fund established in and 
controlled by the Treasury and the pro-
ceeds used in perpetuity towards the cost 
of a professorship or lectureship in obstet-
rics. It Is grimly interesting to observe 
that to this fund the State Government's 
contribution was £9000 and that of the 
Commonwealth Government £8000, whilst 
the local subscriptions totalled only 
£241/7/1. 
At the request of the Government the 
Senate made available the advisory ser-
vices of Profesor Seddon. 
It Is anticipated that in the near future 
the St. Lucia Building Committee will ac-
quaint the University with all the proposals 
it has had before It with respect to the 
laying-out of the new sUe and will indicate 
the general nature of its conclusions on 
that subject. Two letters, one from the 
Men Graduates' Association and one from 
the Royal Australian Institute of Archi-
tects, Queensland Chapter, advocating an 
architectural competition for University 
buildings at St, Lucia, have been forwarded 
to the Government. The Senate approved 
the Council's sugestlon that an avenue, 
drive-way or entrance at St, Lucia should 
be named after the late Registrar, Mr, 
J, F, McCaffrey, and noted at the same 
time that a similar procedure might be 
appropriate in commemorating the first 
four professors of the University, 
The University Appointments Board, on 
the invitation of the Senate, entrusted to 
the Faculty of Commerce the discharge of 
its executive functions. The faculty ap-
pointed a special committee for that pur-
pose and hopes to have a practical scheme 
working by the end of the academic year. 
The Senate accepted the offer by the 
Cable-Makers' Association of an annual 
prize of £10/10/- for a thesis or paper 
on electrical engineering. 
The Women Graduates' Association is 
holding its next monthly meeting on the 
17th July, at 3.30 p,m., at the Lyceum Club, 
Country members wUl be partlculariy wel-
come. 
The business manager has sUll a large 
number of 1935 "Galmahras," Union mem-
bers may receive their copies on applica-
tion to Mr, R, S, Hopkins, Others (and 
this includes all graduates who are not 
members of the Union) may purchase 
copies at 3/6 per copy, or 3/9 postage pre-
paid. The editors hope to have this year's 
"Galmahra" ready for distribution at the 
end of second term. 
tions. In Brisbane the Committee is of the 
opinion that our activities for thc time 
being must be along the lines of getting 
grads. interested In the Association so that 
plans of practical vlaue to the University 
and to graduates may be formulated. 
With this in view a second Informal 
Dinner is to be held in Brisbane on 26th 
June, A suggestion has been made that 
faculty sub-committees should be formed 
to bring before the Executive any matters 
pertaining to theu: own faculty. To dis-
cuss this sugcstion the Engineers are to 
hold a meeting at the conclusion of the 
Dinner. It should be possible to organise 
graduates so that the whole Association can 
assist any section of its members. Ways 
and means have yet to be discovered, and 
the Executive is open to receive sugges-
tions. 
In addition to tho Informal Dinner on 
25th March, the Association co-operated 
with the Women Graduates in farewelling 
Professor Cumbrae Stewart, who has re-
tired after many years active association— 
since its loundation in fact—with the Uni-
versity. A Bridge Pariy was held at the 
Canberra, where about 130 graudates at-
tended. Professor Cumbrae Stewart was 
presented with a chiming clock, and a book 
of songs—all of those composed in his 
honour for Commem. ceremonies. In re-
plying Prof, regaled the party with rem-
iniscences of his experiences at the Uni-
versity. 
Graduates are advised that the reunion 
will be held on Friday, 7th August, and 
already the work of organising has begun. 
It will be held at the University itself. 
Members wiU be circularised later, when 
full details are available. If any country 
members are likely to be in Brisbane on 







Turner, Elizabeth E, (nee Thompson) 
B.A. 1922, 
Phelan, G, G, P. (nee Reld), B.A. 1932. 
GaUagher, Una M. B, (nee Browne), 
B,A. 1932. 
Heaton, G. J. (nee Marion Merry), B.Sc. 
1930. 
We are glad to report that a consider-
able amount of interest is being shown by 
graduates in the Association. The finan-
cial members now number 85, although 
there are many grads. in Brisbane inter-
ested in the Association who have not yet 
joined up. A pleasing feature of the re-
sponse to our circular has been the re-
.celpt of letters and subs, from members 
in the country, in other States, and one 
from South Africa. It is certainly "up to" 
the grads. in Brisbane to help the Associa-
tion along. 
In Sydney E. C. Tommerup and W. J. 
Meyer have been busy and have held two 
functions to bring graduates together there. 
The CommUtee appreciates their keenness 
and wishes them every success. Ken Car-
michael. Col Nash and Prof. Tiegs are 
trying to do the same In Melbourne. At 
present it Is difficult to know just what line 
of activity should be taken in these places, 
as the desire in both cases is to do some-
thing ol use to the 'Varsity and the Asso-
ciation, and not merely to hold social func-
First term and Commemoration, with all 
is frantic haste, have passed by and we 
find ourselves in the comparative quiet of 
second term. 
Thc Procession. 
Somewhat longer than last year's effort, 
the Procession this year accomplished the 
difficult feat of satisfi)mg the newspapers; 
thc public were also amused. 
The Dinner and Dance. 
This function ably fulfiUed its purpose 
and provided a fitting climax to a very 
happy Commemoration. Three hundred 
and eighty people sat down to dinner, and 
the Graduands were farewelled in the tra-
ditional manner. 
Galmahra, 
The 1936 Galmahra wiU be prmted to-
wards the end of this term, all being weU. 
Copies wiU be posted to any Graduates, 
who are not members of the Union, lor the 
sum of 3/9. (Subscriptions should be for-
warded to The Business Manager, Gal-
mahra,) 
Musical Society—"Comus." 
The Musical Society wiU produce 
Milton's "Comus" at the Princess Theatre, 
Annerley Road, on Monday, July 27th. 
This masque, with acompanying music by 
Henry Lawes, is not often produced, and 
should arous econsiderable interest. It is 
a somewhat ambitious programme, but 
both orchestra and choir show distinct 
promise. 
Dramatic Society—"The Circle." 
Thc activities of the Dramatic Socie^ 
for second term wiU comprise two stage 
presentations. The flrst will be a three-
act play, "The Cu:cle," by Somerset 
Maugham, and wUl very probably be pre-
sented in the Princess Theatre on Monday, 
3rd August. On the IoUowing night there 
is to be a presentation ol four one-act 
plays in the Common Room at the Univer-
sity,* this wiU be free. 
Inter 'Varsity Debates—American VlsltorB. 
The Inter 'Varsity Debates wiU be held 
this year in Sydney, and a Queensland 
team wlU be debating. The contest wiU 
take place during the second vacation, and 
almost immediately afterwards Brisbane 
wiU be visited by two American debaters 
from the Washington University at Seattle. 
A debate, probably to be held in the City 
Hall, wlU be arranged against the visitors. 
Thursday, 25th June, 1936 SEMPER FLOREAT 
GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY. 
GONDOLIERS THIS FRIDAY. 
Owing to the inclemency of the weather, 
the recital advertised for last Monday 
evening was postponed, and "Thc Gon-
doUers" is being presented tliis Friday at 
1,5 p.m. in the Second Year Chem. Lec-
ture Room, Owing lo the length ol the 
presentation, it will be necessary to start 
sharp on the advertised time. 
The other work, "La Traviata," will bo 
given at a later date. The temporary 
committee is at present busy arranging for 
the Socieiy to become a constituent body 
of llie Union; a skeleton constitution is in 
course of construction, ancl will be pre-
sented to tlie Society at an early date for 
approval before forwarding to the Union 
Council. Meanwhile, suggestions und en-
quiries will be welcomed by the commit-
lee, whicli comprises Messrs. Salkeld, 
Priestly and Clancy, In the best interests 
of the Society, a regularly good turn-up 
is desired, so roU up, aU you Gilbert and 
Sullivan admirers, to a splendid recording, 
which includes, among other prini;ipal,s, 
Derek Oldham. 
ST. LUCIA—OR WHERE? 
DISCUSSED FOR MANY YEARS. 
In view of the considerable discussion 
that has occurred recently with regard to 
the proposed site for thc Univer.sity i! is 
of interest to consider the earlier sugges-
tions for its location, 
1902—Vlctori.a Park. 
As early ns 1902 an area of some sixty 
acres in Victoria Park had been set aside 
as the site for tho University, but the rir,st 
Senate showed a preference for St. Lucia. 
.\ proposal was put before Uie Senate to 
thc effect that an area of about six hun-
dred acres, comprising St. Lucin Pocket, 
should be resumed by the Govcriiir.cnl; b.vo 
hundred and forty acres were to bo srt 
aside as a park, to he called Coronation 
Park; two luindred at^rcs were to be used 
for the University; fifty acres nf Iiiffh 
irround were to lie used for purposes of a 
hospital associated with the University; 
and the fiats near the West End reach of 
thc river were to be turned into i)!:>yi;!g 
ficlcls. 
University or Zoo? 




Hair Stays in Place All Day 




Healthy, Glossy, Tidy Hair 
Price 2 / - per bottle 
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STRICT RULES AT V.U.C. 
PROHIBITION AND CAR INSPECTORS. 
* Premier, Mr. Djgby Donham. ho ofiorotl i;ii j 
an alternative Yeronga Park, with thc ad-
dition of part of the Yeronga State School 
Reserve. The Senate reluctantly agroPvl 
to this proposal; but.thc Premier's ofier 
iwas soon wKhdrawn :md it was later siig 
Dr. Booth told us last week that Belfast g^g^ed that Yeronga Park should bo used 
University has a ruling that al dances all 
the young ladies must remain in thc room 
during the intervals. In view of such 
information, it is pleasing to think of tho 
common-sense freedom which wc are al-
lowed at our dances and other functions, 
"We have just learnt that the Professorial 
Board of Victoria University College, Wei-
lington, Kew Zealand, has recently banned 
the students' procession lor tlie future, 
and has now seen iit to impose definite 
restrictions on the behaviour of students 
at college dances. A regulation is being 
enforced against liquor at these dances, 
and a commissionaire has been appointed 
to attend such functions in uniform, his 
main duty being to v.^ atc'li what goes on 
in the cars parked in the grounds. 
"Semper" is awaiting the arrival of the 
latest issues of "Smad," the V.U.C. organ \ 
of student opinion, to lind out what it is 
all about and what thc students think 
of it aU. 
;Q: 
SOCIETY PROGRAMMES. 
for a Zoo. 
192G—St. Lucia. 
Victoria Park again came under notice, 
and another block of ono hundred acres 
was added to the original site. This was 
officially recognised as tho site for the 
University until 1926, when Dr. and Miss 
Mayne, through (he Brisbane City Council, 
offered to rmnncc thr> resumption of about 
iwo hundred acres at St. Lucia. After 
considerable diseiLssion tho Senate mjiii-; 
its final decision in ft'.vour of St. Luci;i. 
:ind waiver! its claim to tho Vi.'.-toria Park 
urea. Owing largely to the efforts of Dr, 
Locklinrl Gibson, a member of the Senate, 
iui area of about seven acres ndjiK'ont to 
tho DrLsbanc General Hospital ha.s been 
!jiven to thc University for tlio use of tUo 
Medical .School. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
Guard Against INFLUENZA 
Influenza easily follows the neglect of an ordinary 
common cold. Don't take the risk of serious illness! 
Clieck your cold promptly with 
CHERRO MALTO 
"THE INSTANT COUGH STOPPER." 1/9 bottle 
AT ALL CHEMISTS AND STORES 
Rk. 
(To the Editor.) 
It may be of interest to University stud-
tnts and especially gradu.ites to know 
that the Dramatic Society propose to pre-
sent publicly, under the direction of Dulcie 
Scott, a three-act play, "The Circle," by 
Somerset Maughan. The tentative date is 
August 4th. There is also the possibility 
of the presentation of a programme of four 
one-act plays by the Society later in this 
term. 
The Musical Society have begun work 
on the masque "Comus," which they are 







The ideal Microscope for the student 
—buUt with thnt precision which has 
always characterised Watson instru-
inente. 
W, mntsow a Sons Xtb. 
105 Eagle Street, Brisbane. 
'Phone, B7I65 
Sir,—1 like ducks. In fact they're quite 
amusing at times. But, Mr. Editor, I've 
no particular wish to become one of their 
number. 
For the last few days we've liad to 
wade through inches of mud around 'Var-
sity, until we're in danger of developing 
web-footed tendencies. Might not tho 
asphalt paths be continued a little further 
to provide at least a means of arriving at 
our lectures comparatively unbespattered 
and without half the soU of the district ad-
hering to our once polished footwear? 
Believe me, the Flanders mud has a 
good rival in our local variety.—^Yours, 
etc., 
"FROM THE DUCKYARD." 
(Other correspondence will be found on 
page 4. We must again remind corres-
pondents that letters must be under a 





"Great Unknown n . " 
"The time has come, the Walrus said. 
To talk of many things . . . " 
You certainly did, but we fear none 
of it was relevant to the subject. A penisal 
of your contribution convinced us that 
your acquaintance with journaUsm must 
be a very superficial one. Did you ever 
hear of a rule about signing contributions, 
for instance? Apparently not. We feel 
compelled to doubt the nom-de-plume you 
have so modestly assumed, "Unknown II" 
by all means, but—"Great"? 
—Ed, 
JOAN'S JOTTiNGS. 
Labours of office must be heavy indeed 
when they send the W,E,S, secretary to 
sleep on a library desk. 
We hear the Gramophone Society are 
thinking of purchasing a pair of barber's 
scissors with their first funds. 
Our John's fresher who figures so often 
in these columns seenis to havo become a 
little more discreet lately in his choice of 
locality. 
Thursday mornings about 11 seem to be 
definite "dates" recently between one of 
our 3rd year artists and a well-known 
football-lawyer. Wc noticed the same pair 
together at the Belle Vue last week. 
Why has a tall John's fresher developed 
a very nautical gait this term. Was tho; 
water at the S.C.M. Conference too much 
for him? 
We notice our Conimon Room is lack-
ing a pane of glass in thc door. Getting 
in sonic practice for next year's ballet or 
Wolsl>y Cup, perhaps? 
We'd like to inform all ingenious Shcr-
locks that we're not at all interested in 
their very obvious attempts to unmask us. 
Nor are we concerned with the Toowong 
Reach of tlie River, thanks. 
We didn't know our I.R.C. President WUJ-
so keen on Draughts. But when it comes 
to carrying around a miniature board 
v/orkcd on his tie . . . , 
Disappearances—as usual—seemed quite 
common on Saturday night, One 2nd year 
law student and a tall fresheress always 
seem to lead the way. 
A well-known honours student from the 
Women's College seoms to be almost Uv-
ing at His Majesty's lately. All weU, 
Why not? He'll be packing up and home 
again soon. 
We noticed the Women's Club PresidenI 
having afternoon tea on Monday with a 
John's man, who studies commerce in his 
spare time. What's Uils? 
There's no doubt at aU that Toowoomba 
Grammar are having their hoUdays at 
the moment. We meet one of our recently 
engaged couples everywhere. 
We believe it took Sammy nearly two 
hours tho otlier day to explain to "the chip 
off the tall engineer" the position of one 
of our suburbs. 
What's the interest at Highgato Hill, we 
wonder? 
It's rather a pity, don't you think, that 
the path isn't wide enough to aUow that 
nice yellow single-seater to go all the 
way to the Women's Common Room—or 
into the Philosophy lecture room. 
We noticed something queer in the 
Dramatic Society notice in the Main Hall 
on Tuesday. We presume it was meant 
for wit. Poor John!. 
A NEW SOCIETY. 
TO ENRICH 'VARSITY. 
At a gaUiering of some of the most select 
personages (or personalities) of the Uni-
versity to-day (23rd June), upon the sug-
gestion ol one of tlie briglit sparivs that 
such a gathering was surely an extraor-
dinary one and the aforesaid personages 
were entirely di'awn from the ranks of 
the various 'Varsity Uterary paper's staffs, 
Mr. Semper Floreat backed hy Mr. Gal-
mahra, begged that Mr. Whacko supply a 
name for a society they proposed to form. 
Mr. Whacko responded ably and suggested 
that the name ol the society be "The 
Society for the InsUtution of a Society of 
Journalists," Whereupon the roar of ap-
plause shook the windows and rattled the 
door knobs. At the motion of Mr. Gal-
mahra, seconded by his henchman it was 
moved that a constitution be prepared and 
that the Union Council be approached re 
affiUation and a grant. 
It is expected that great wiU be the 
influence of this collection of such in-
tellectual wealth upon the rest of the 
IJniversity. The gathermg resolved to 
recognise no distinction of sex, age, abil-
ity, sex, wealth, inteUigence, or sex. It 
(the afore-mentioned gathering) has five 
or six other aims—first, to get better 
premises as those we occupy are at pre-
sent both logioaUy unsound and physical-
ly non-existent. For the other four aims 
see the rules of bridge; for the s ix th -
well, we'U see about that! 
Special Notice 
and an offer to Graduands 
and Students, 
THE necessary gowns, hoods and trenchcr.s arc kept at Regent 
Studios, and it is suggested 
that you have a portrait mode now. 
In later years you will appreciate 
having done so. 
Mention "Semper Floreat" and take 
udvii'.it;\g« of thc special offer ot two 
large size lOin. x Sin. silk finish 
portraits for 7/G. 
Only address: 
Recent Studios 
(Next Lcmions Hotel) 
in George St., BRISBANE./;! 
,'•'••'.••'!; ^ S f f i M 
SEMPER FLOREAT Thursday, 25th June, 1936 
^FOOTBALL 
'Varsity • in the late game on No. 2 
Exhibition oval ;had their first win in 
thc second round of tlie pi*emiership by 
defeating VaUey 34—nil. WiUiams In his 
lirst "A" grade game of the season ac-
quitted himself weU and should develop 
into a good five-eighth, a posiUon whicii 
is vacant at the present moment, since 
Salter is unable to play owing to injuries. 
Although Valley arc the weakest team in 
the competition, Saturday's play showed 
that 'Varsity have recovered some of their 
old combinaUon and dash, Thc ball was 
thrown about sometimes wlUi amazing 
dexterity and backing up was much better 
than on previous Saturdays. Ten players 
crossed the line for 'Varsity—Dixon, Wil-
Uams, Wilson, Monti, Evans, Vincent, 
Wensley, Isles, Silcoek and Nicholson each 
scored a try, while Evans converted two. 
Altliough it was an easy win tor 'Var-
sity, the game showed that thc tackling 
was still weak and ineflectual at times. 
From the outset the result was never in 
doubt. 'Varsity pressed the Valleys hard 
from thc beginning, and swept all before 
thein. The forwards combined well and 
"hunted" in pack. Elliott, as breakaway, 
was successful on many occasions in 
smothering the opposing half before h j 
could get the ball away to his backs. The 
score at half time stood 14—nil in 'Var-
sity's favour, four tries having been scored 
and one converted by Evans. 
The second half showed Valley eager to 
open their score, but 'Varsity's defence was 
too solid. Several times, however, they 
came within a couple of yards of scoring, 
but each time thc ball was cleared. 'Var-
sity, however, continued to score. Six tries 
were registered, one of whicii Evans con-
verted. At full Unie VaUey still had not 
opened their account. 
The "B's" were again beaten, G.P.S. 
scoring a 19—5 victory. The team, how-
ever, was weakened through the illness 
of several forwards, and the removal of 
Williams to the "A's" from their back line. 
At half time 'Varsity led, 5—3, and vic-
tory seemed well within their grasp; but 
the "B's" have yet to learn that combina-
tion is the key to success, and each indi-
vidual player must do his bil. The game 
is not won until thc final 'Jiislle blows. 
Kelly scored the only try, which was con-
verted by Fitzgerald. 
We extend our heartiest congratulations 
to Wilson and Di.xon on their inclusion 
in the Queensland team to play N.S.W 
Sydney on July 4tb, 
LEO'S DEFEAT EMMANUEL. 
In the second match, after a very even 
and strenuous game, Leo's were victorious 
against Emmanuel, defeating them by 
9—8. Emmanuel scored a converted try 
not long after the commencement and 
looked as though they would be successful 
in defeating Leo's. But Leo's eventually 
won by the very small margin of one 
point. For Leo's O'Connoll scored two 
tries and Tiernan kicked a penalty. For 
Emmanuel Manning and Parsons scored 





JOHN'S DEFEAT KING'S. 
In the first match last Wednesday weoic 
John's defeated King's by 14—3. The 
match was <mucli more even than tho 
scores indicate, being 3 all at half time. 
For John's, tries were scored by Atkinson 
(2), Nicholson, and Fitzgerald, who con-
verted one." Abel scored a try for King's. 
All the University teams were playing 
in the second round of fixtures on Satur-
day last, and most of the matches resulted 
in repetiUons of the results in the corres-
ponding matches of the fii-st round. Most 
of the district teams have been altered to 
build up stronger combinations—University 
might accept this as a compliment—so we 
have promise of keener compctiUon lo 
come. 
Pennant Men's. 
Even though local papers report that 
the men's team were defeated by one game, 
out of sheer honesty we must deny this 
result. The niatch was drawn, mainly due 
to the fact that Risson, playing fourth in-
stead of second, was unable to reply to 
anything wide on his forehand and back-
hand; neither could he return the series 
of "drop" shots exploited by his opponents. 
His average was 8-18. Foley returned 
14-13 for the day, and played his best 
tennis for the season under adverse con-
ditions. It was left to Jack Webb to re-
turn tho best average, 16-13, but he wa.s 
closely followed by Ted Carlson, 16/14. 
"A" Jlixcd. 
In the flrst team, it is reported that the 
ladies struck some opposition—thc best 
yet. Thc men—as ever—were distinctly 
on top of their opponents, Kev. Brown, 
who has recently graduated into this team, 
has been playing particularly well of late, 
while McLucas and Johnson are as solid 
as ever. Dick Michod was playing in this 
team on Saturday last, attempting—so far 
in vain—to reduce his proportions; never-
theless, he played well. 
The averages obtained were as follows: 
—A. McLucas, 18-6; G. Johnson, 18-7; Miss 
B, Beeston, 18-7; K. Brown, 18-9; Miss 
D. McCulloch, 18-10; R. Michod, 18-11; 
and the final result was a victory to 'Var-
sity by 29 games. 
2nd Mixed. 
The 'Varsity second team scored a de-
cisive victory by 17 games on Saturday 
last. This team has different players every 
Saturday and so does remarkably well to 
produce the victories it does. Bernice 
Egan had the best average of the day in 
all loams, 18-5, while other averages were: 
Basil Heath, 18-10; Joan Rollwagon, 15-11; 
BiU Blake, 15-11; Henry Finucan, 16-12; 




(To the Editor.) 







is obtainable at 
Massey Bicycle & Sporls 
Depot Pty., Ltd., 
Opp Anzac Square, 
ZZd Adelaide Street. 
Price List available, — Special 
reductions for Students, 
,^ CAHILLS 
:! Drive Your Self Cars 
f-: Latest Model Sedans or Tourers. 
Cars from 15/- per day. 




. 03-103 George St. 
Brisbane 
UNIVERSITY 11. DEFEAT CLAYFIELD. 
Saturday's match against Clayfield again 
saw University II. victorious. The game 
was fairly even and the backs, M. Scott 
and M. Colvin, had to fight hard to press 
back thc attack. T. Kennedy, in goal, 
played exceptionally well, and made many 
good saves. The forwards, too, did some 
good work, but were inclined to leave 
their positions too much at tunes. The 
final score was 2—1 in our favour, goal-
hitters for 'Varsity being R. Ficilding and 
S. Thompson. 
'VARSITY PLAYERS IN STATE 
TEAM. 
This year three 'Varsity players havo 
been included in the State team, V. Ather-
ton is to play as right full-back, J. Hyde 
as right-half, and M. Harper as centre 
forwai-d. This is certainly very gratifying 
and it is many years since 'Varsity has 
had so many representatives, 
:o: 
EDITORIAL NOTICE. 
Sir,—Methods of saving the cause of re-
ligious supernaturalism recently advanced 
in your columns fall under two headings: 
We are told first, that the scientific 
method cannot possibly apply outside its 
own very limited sphere; that a host of 
aUegedly mighty authorities have saved 
.their Immortal individual souls and raised 
themselves to a superior astral plane of 
eternal bliss, and that this has been attain-
ed per medium of divinely inspired "re-
ligious experience," of which the common 
run of mankind are invltetl to partake 
three times a day after meals for their 
own great spiritual benefit. 
But the very people who deny thc valid-
ity of the scientific metJiod in the super-
natural sphere hasten to assure us that the 
surest basis of religious belief is to bo 
found in modern physical science. The es-
tablishment of Heisenberg's Uncertainty 
Principle, runs tlie argument, has proved 
the impossibility of attaining absolute 
knowledge both of the velocity and simul-
taneous position of the electron. The 
foundation of all physical laws consequent-
ly changes from an individualist and ab-
solute to a statistical (and social?) basis. 
Absolute determinism having gone by the 
board, the door is therefore wide open to 
the re-entry of all the old religious hob-
goblins, from the doctrine of atonement to 
original sin. Finally, the recent mathe-
matical gymnastic excursions of Messrs. 
Eddington, Jeans, & Co. among the curva-
ture co-ordinates of warped interstellar 
space have resulted in the discovery of a 
God who no longer resembles an elderly 
white-bearded Hebrew, but who is merely 
the most highly refined emanation of an 
expanding universe that is really one great 
thought. What sublime consistency! What 
glorious clarity! 
It remains only to state that tiie main 
social use of the Oxford Group Movement, 
like its predecessor in the 1860's, is lo 
tranquilise the academic bourgeois mind 
by an appeal to that "otherwoiidlincss' 
that is always such a very present help 
in time of trouble to every ruling caste 
that sees the very foundations of its power 
endangered, and needs tho help both of 
mystics and scienUsts who never go to 
church. As for the Andrews-Tagore-
Ghandi coterie, who like Miss Mae West, 
all believe in some form of God, they have 
long lost the respect and earned Uie hatred 
of India's outcast miUions. The latter are 
rapidly coming to understand the exact 
nature of these gentry and their intel-
lectual narcotics, thc peddling of whicii 
has thus far enabled the British military 
caste to shoulder the White Man's Bui--
den of loot, and to uphold with lathi and 
tear gas bomb, the resplendent glory of 
that Empire on which the moonshine never 
sets.—Yours, etc., 
D. J. MORRIS, 
President, The Radical Club. 
We regret that owing to unavoidable 
circumstances we are unable to publish 
our usual report of the men's hockey 
played last Saturday, 
Sii-,—Mr, Callaghan's interpretation of 
my statement that "recent scientific dis-
coveries do not prove that there is a God, 
neither do they prove that there is not a 
God" was rather forced. I did not at all 
suggest that the existence of God could 
not be demonstrated by rational means. 
On the contrary, I went on to mention a 
few i-ational beings who know God. 
Rational thought applied to human ex-
perience soon demonstrates the existence 
of God. Certainly such demonstration is 
by no means a complete revelation of God, 
but then we cannot be expected to com-
prehend something greater than ourselves, 
in its entirety. 
It is in human Jives that we get the best 
illustrations of the power of God. I thinit 
thc three following are worth mentioning: 
Kagawa is best known as a social reform-
er, but he differs from an ordinary social 
reformer In three obvious.ways—He takes 
the supreme worth of each individual as 
Ins basis of society; He considers the 
opinions of no individual, class, or nation, 
but goes on to do what he feels to be the 
right, neither does he depend on any class 
class for support; He is not dependent on 
his own strength alone from day to day, 
but seems to have some external source 
of energy. 
My second example is a less notable per-
son, A smaU native boy in Central Africa 
wandered into a mission, where for two 
years Jie was taken care of and taught 
by the missionary, A few months after 
he left, two natives in full war-dress came 
to the missionary with a strange tale. 
Their tribe had attacked a viUage. A 
small boy captured was to be beaten to 
death. Before he died he prayed a strange 
prayer and sang a strange song which he 
said Jie learnt from the missionary. His 
death was wUhout malice, and with so 
much joy and peace that thc men felt 
compelled to find out more. Tliey did, and 
a whole tribe became Christian, 
Lastly, I go back about 2000 years, to a 
hill called Golgotha, on which are set 
three crosses. On two are criminals who 
have become famous. But the centre one 
commands most attention. As he dies 
slowly and exa-uciaUngJy painfuUy, the 
man hanging there prays for his murder-
ers, "Father, forgive them," What is tho 
source of this great Jove for man? 
These examples are explicable in no 
other way than in terms of a God who so 
loved men fhat he gave His only son. 
A good deal could be said about Mr. 
Callaghan's remarks on religion, morals, 
and society, but I suggest he makes a 
thorough study of the Social Gospel of 
Christ before he makes any further re-
marks on tlie subject.—Yours, etc, 
S. R, SIEMON. 
* <t » * 
Sir,—Your correspondents of last week 
made many ex cathedra statements, which 
they have not deigned to support with 
concrete evidence. Despite Mr. Saunders' 
attempts to restrict the realm of science, 
I wish to press one point: that scientific 
method is valid throughout the whole range 
of human activity, and its abandonment 
can lead only to confusion. 1 am glad 
our friend "A Simia ad Christum" agrees 
with the idea of evolution, for it would 
be a pity to defy established fact. But 
when he reads into evolution "an innate 
urge towards something belter," he shows 
his lack of appreciation of the process. 
May I point out:— 
(J) For evei-y line of evolution 'vhich 
has led to something "better," thero have 
been hundreds of hues which were not 
successful in that they did not survive. 
(2) These cul-de-sacs occurred not once 
in the development of a parUcular type, 
but were repeated over and over again! 
Identical "mistakes" occurred in the de-
velopment of forms far separated on the 
evolutionary scale, showing the inability 
of nature to profit by experience; which 
ability is a property of inteUigence, and 
would be expected in an intelligence-gov-
erned universe. 
(3) The production of mutations is a 
purely random process, and occurs natur-
ally at a constant rate. It lias been pro-
duced in the laboratory by physical means, 
so that no intelligent agency need be pos-
tulated for it in nature. 
(4) The sorting out of these mutations, 
which constitute evolution, is expressed in 
the principle of "the survival of the fittest," 
The criterion of fitness, however, is merely 
the survival of the form concerned; and 
we can judge the "value" of a type only 
by this fact, and not by man-made stan-
dards. With slightly different conditions, 
man might never have occurred, and 
when conditions change at some time 
many years hence, he wiU no doubt cease 
to be the pinnacle of evolution. 
Lastly, might I point out that our 
friend does not know the difference be-
tween a materialistic and a mechanistic 
conception of the universe, and that it is 
dangerous to make generalisations about 
tho "student majority," 
Yours, etc,, 
.TOTiN P. CALLAGHAN. 
^:o:-
PROFESSOR MELBOURNE RETURNS. 
Professor Melbourne arrived in Brisbane 
on Monday night by the "Tando," after 
his tour In Japan. 
PrIntPrt hv Shipplnirlfpwxnnporii fQ.), Lt(l„ for 
tho UnlTorflUv of Qni>pnii1nn(1 TTnion, at flO-W 
. Bllniibotli Street. BrlsboBe, ^ 
